Selective stopping paradigms address selectivity in controlled behavior, as subjects stop certain responses or responses to certain stimuli. The literature has discussed 2 strategies for selective stopping. First, selective stopping may prolong the stop process by adding a discrimination stage (Independent Discriminate then Stop). Second, selective stopping may involve stopping nonselectively and then restarting the response if the signal is an ignore signal (Stop then Discriminate). We discovered a variant of the first strategy that occurred often in our experiments and previously published experiments: The requirement to discriminate stop and ignore signals may interact with the go process, invalidating the independent race model (Dependent Discriminate then Stop). Our experiments focused on stimulus selective stopping, in which subjects stop to one signal and ignore another. When stop and ignore signals were equally likely, some subjects used the Stop then Discriminate strategy and others used the Dependent Discriminate then Stop strategy. When stop signals were more frequent than ignore signals, most subjects used the Stop then Discriminate strategy; when ignore signals were more frequent than stop signals, most subjects used the Dependent Discriminate then Stop strategy. The commonly accepted Independent Discriminate then Stop strategy was seldom implemented. Selective stopping was either not selective (Stop then Discriminate), or interacted with going (Dependent Discriminate then Stop). Implications for the cognitive science, lifespan development, clinical science, and neuroscience of selective stopping are discussed.
Cognitive control is recruited when our previous goals are inappropriate or no longer relevant. A drastic form of control is complete inhibition, which is indexed by the stop-signal paradigm (Logan & Cowan, 1984; Vince, 1948) . The stop-signal paradigm involves stopping a choice response when an infrequent signal occurs. Most studies use a simple stopping paradigm, in which all responses must be stopped when the one and only stop signal occurs. The simple stopsignal paradigm has proven useful in understanding response inhibition (Logan, 1994; Logan & Cowan, 1984; Verbruggen & Logan, 2008c) ; sequential control adjustments (Bissett & Logan, 2011; Rieger & Gauggel, 1999; Verbruggen, Logan, Liefooghe, & Vandierendonck, 2008) ; the neural underpinnings of cognitive control (Aron & Poldrack, 2006; Boucher, Palmeri, Logan, & Schall, 2007; Hanes, Patterson, & Schall, 1998) ; the lifespan development of control (Williams, Ponesse, Schachar, Logan, & Tannock, 1999) ; and several clinical and neurological disorders (Lipszyc & Schachar, 2010) , including attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD; Schachar & Logan, 1990) , schizophrenia (Thakkar, Schall, Boucher, Logan, & Park, 2011) , and Parkinson's disease (Gauggel, Rieger, & Feghoff, 2004) .
The simple stop-signal paradigm does not address the selectivity of the control system. Selectivity has been an important theme in the cognitive control literature, with research focusing on how well we select goal-relevant stimuli and resist or inhibit distraction (Broadbent, 1957; Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974) . Until recently, the selectivity of inhibitory control has been largely ignored, but this has changed with the increasing use of selective stopping paradigms (Aron, 2011) . A control system that can efficiently stop to some stimuli (red light) but not others (green light) or stop certain actions (walking) but not others (talking) yields useful flexibility.
The selective stopping paradigm is being used to address questions in many disciplines. In lifespan development, selective stopping is impaired in children, but there is little impairment in old age (Bedard et al., 2002; van de Laar, van den Wildbenberg, van Boxtel, & van der Molen, 2011) . In human neuroscience, selective stopping has been used to separate inhibitory activity from attentional activity (Sharp et al., 2010) . In clinical psychology, children with ADHD have much slower selective stop-signal response time (SSRT) than controls (Bedard et al., 2003) .
All selective stopping results rest on the independent race model (Logan & Cowan, 1984) and assume the same independence between going and stopping that is commonly observed in simple stopping. We test this assumption, showing that it is violated in many subjects, both in our data and in previous data. We explore the strategic heterogeneity across subjects that yields this violation in some people and not others and test to see if strategy adoption is affected by task demands. More generally, we take a step toward understanding how subjects stop selectively, one that is necessary before the selective stopping task can provide insight into the various domains that examine response inhibition (see Appendix; Verbruggen, Chambers, & Logan, in press ).
Types of Selective Stopping
Existing selective stopping research includes a heterogeneous set of paradigms, all of which are called selective stopping. We report an investigation of what we call stimulus selective stopping (Bedard et al., 2002 (Bedard et al., , 2003 Dimoska, Johnstone, & Barry, 2006; Sharp et al., 2010; van de Laar, van den Wildenberg, van Boxtel, & van der Molen, 2010; van de Laar et al., 2011; van den Wildenberg & van der Molen, 2004; van Gaal, Lamme, Fahrenfort, & Ridderinkhof, 2011; Verbruggen, Liefooghe, & Vanderiendonck, 2006; Verbruggen & Logan, 2009c; Verbruggen et al., 2008) . In this paradigm, two different signals can be presented on a trial, and subjects must stop if one of them occurs (stop signal), but not if the other occurs (ignore signal).
The second type of selective stopping is what we call motor selective stopping. In this paradigm, subjects must stop some of their responses but not others. A common implementation of this paradigm, which we call conditional motor selective stopping, has subjects stop if a stop signal occurs and they were going to make one response (e.g., a right hand response) but not if a stop signal occurs and they were going to make the other response (e.g., a left hand response) (Aron, Behrens, Smith, Frank, & Poldrack, 2007; Cai, George, Verbruggen, Chambers, & Aron, 2012; De Jong, Coles, & Logan, 1995; Greenhouse, Oldenkamp, & Aron, 2012; Jahfari, Stinear, Claffey, Verbruggen, & Aron, 2010; Logan, Kantowitz, & Riegler, 1986; Swann et al., 2009; Verbruggen, Liefooghe, & Vandierendonck, 2005) . This form of motor selective stopping is "conditional" because stopping depends on the outcome of go task response selection.
Researchers have also investigated unconditional motor selective stopping, in which subjects make two responses (usually bimanual) on each trial, and stop signals indicate whether subjects must stop one response or the other response (Aron & Verbruggen, 2008; Cai et al., 2012; Cai, Oldenkamp, & Aron, 2011; Claffey, Sheldon, Stinear, Verbruggen, & Aron, 2010; Coxon, Stinear, & Byblow, 2007; Majid, Cai, Goerge, Verbruggen, & Aron, 2012) . The stop stimulus or a pretrial cue indicates which response to inhibit, so stopping is not conditional on the outcome of go task response selection. Finally, some researchers have begun to combine both stimulus and motor selective stopping (van de Laar et al., 2010) .
Together, selective stopping includes a heterogeneous set of tasks that share the fundamental requirement of stopping to selected stimuli or responses but may not share the same selection process. We focus on stimulus selective stopping in this report, hoping that our results address the fundamental requirement in all stopping tasks, and not just the specific requirements of stopping to one signal and ignoring the other. We focus on the strategies people use to stop selectively, using response time (RT) on nosignal, stop, and ignore trials to classify subjects' strategies. Studies of all kinds of selective stopping have found that RT is considerably slower on ignore trials than on no-signal trials, suggesting that selective stopping impairs the go process. We focus on this impairment and other RT effects to learn how people stop selectively.
Strategies for Selective Stopping
Our analysis of strategies for selective stopping focuses on three dependent measures: no-signal RT, signal-respond RT, and ignore RT. No-signal RT is RT for the go task on trials without stop and ignore signals. No-signal RT reflects the finishing time for the go task when there is no requirement to discriminate the stop signal or to stop. Signal-respond RT is go RT on trials on which a stop signal occurs but subjects fail to inhibit the response. Signalrespond RT is diagnostic of independence in the independent race model (Logan & Cowan, 1984) , which is used to interpret all stop-signal experiments, including selective stopping studies. If the stop process and the go process are independent, then signalrespond RT should be faster than no-signal RT (Logan & Cowan, 1984; Verbruggen & Logan, 2009b) . If they are not independent, then signal-respond RT may be as slow as no-signal RT and maybe even slower. Ignore RT is go RT on trials on which an ignore signal occurs so stopping is not required. If stopping and going are independent, ignore RT should not be different from no-signal RT. If it is different, subjects may not be performing the selective stop-signal task as expected. Together, no-signal RT, signalrespond RT, and ignore RT reflect the strategies subjects adopt to deal with the selective stopping task.
The literature has distinguished two strategies for selective stopping. In the Independent Discriminate then Stop strategy, subjects discriminate the signal before deciding to stop. If the signal is a stop signal, they stop; if the signal is an ignore signal, they complete the go process as usual, without ever initiating the stop process. Discriminating the signal will increase the duration of the stop process, producing SSRTs that are slower than SSRTs in simple stopping paradigms (Donders, 1868 (Donders, /1969 van de Laar, et al., 2010) , but if stopping and going are independent, discriminating the signal will have no effect on the go process. This appears to be the commonly assumed strategy in studies of stimulus selective stopping (e.g., van de Laar et al., 2010) . This strategy makes characteristic predictions for no-signal, signalrespond, and ignore RT: Signal-respond RT should be faster than no-signal RT, reflecting the usual outcome of the race between stopping and going in the independent race model (Logan & Cowan, 1984) , and ignore RT should not be different from nosignal RT because the go process should not be affected by the requirement to discriminate the stop signal.
Researchers have also suggested a Stop then Discriminate strategy, in which subjects inhibit the response whenever a signal occurs, and then discriminate the signal to determine whether to respond (Coxon et al., 2007; De Jong et al., 1995) . Discrimination of the signal occurs after SSRT, so SSRT should be the same as in simple stopping. This strategy also makes characteristic predictions for no-signal, signalrespond, and ignore RT: Signal-respond RT should be faster than no-signal RT because the go process races independently with a simple stopping process (Logan & Cowan, 1984) . However, ignore RT should be much slower than no-signal RT because subjects stop and then restart their responses on ignore trials.
The third possibility, which we call Dependent Discriminate then Stop, is a variant of the discriminate then stop strategy in which the requirement to discriminate stop and ignore signals interacts with the go process and slows go RT whenever a signal occurs. This interaction produces dependence between stopping and going that violates the assumptions of the independent race This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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model (Logan & Cowan, 1984) and invalidates the usual estimates of SSRT. The Dependent Discriminate then Stop strategy makes characteristic predictions for no-signal, signal-respond and ignore RT: Signal-respond RT should not be faster than no-signal RT, and ignore RT should be slower than no-signal RT. The three strategies predict different patterns of differences between no-signal, signal-respond and ignore RTs, which are diagnostic of the different processes that underlie them. The patterns are represented in Figure 1 with the decision matrix that we used to classify each subject's strategy. Our ability to distinguish between selective stopping strategies has important consequences for the many literatures that use the various selective stopping tasks. Subjects may not be doing what researchers think they are doing. The Dependent Discriminate then Stop strategy is a valid alternative to the commonly assumed Independent Discriminate then Stop strategy. Moreover, the data may not mean what researchers think they do. SSRT does not reflect a selective component if subjects use the Stop then Discriminate strategy, and SSRT cannot be estimated validly if subjects use the Dependent Discriminate then Stop strategy.
Independent Race Model
The independent race model (Logan & Cowan, 1984) explains stop-signal performance in terms of a race between a go process initiated by the go stimulus and a stop process initiated by the stop signal. The independent race model assumes two types of independence between the go and stop processes: stochastic independence and context independence (Colonius, 1990; Logan & Cowan, 1984) . Stochastic independence assumes that the finishing times of the stop and go processes are independent (i.e., P(stop പ go|T ϭ t) ϭ P(stop| T ϭ t) ϫ P(go|T ϭ t) for all t). The race model is robust with respect to violations of stochastic independence (Band, van der Molen & Logan, 2003; De Jong, Coles, Logan, & Gratton, 1990; Logan & Cowan, 1984) . Context independence assumes that the finishing time of the go process is unaffected by the presence of the stop signal. Context independence can be tested by comparing signal-respond RT with no-signal RT. If context independence and stochastic independence are valid, then signal-respond RT should be faster than nosignal RT because signal-respond RTs come from trials on which the go process is faster than the stop process, whereas no-signal RTs come from all trials, fast and slow. The Independent Discriminate then Stop and Stop then Discriminate strategies assume context independence and predict patterns of data that are consistent with it (i.e., signal-respond RT Ͻ no-signal RT). However, the Dependent Discriminate then Stop strategy assumes context dependence. Signalrespond RT will not be faster than no-signal RT, violating context independence.
Violations of context independence invalidate the independent race model and invalidate estimates of SSRT that are based on it. Signal-respond RT is an important diagnostic of violations of context independence, but it is not reported often in selective stopping experiments. Some of the studies that do report it have found violations of context independence, showing signal-respond RT that is similar to or slower than no-signal RT (Dimoska et al., 2006; van de Laar et al., 2010) . De Jong et al. (1995) compared observed and predicted signal-respond RT and found that observed signal-respond RT was slower than predicted, suggesting a violation of context independence. De Jong et al. (1995) used the race model to test context independence, but we are reluctant to do that: if the race model fails, then calculations based on the race model are suspect and should not be used to diagnose strategies.
The Present Experiments
In the present experiments, we investigate performance in stimulus selective stopping, distinguishing between the three strategies described above. Our analysis of strategies tests the context independence assumption to determine whether the independent race model is appropriate for interpreting selective stopping data. Independent Discriminate then Stop and Stop then Discriminate strategies assume context independence and encourage the use of the independent race model. The Dependent Discriminate then Stop strategy assumes context dependence and invalidates the use of the independent race model.
In Experiment 1, we present two auditory signals, one a stop signal and one an ignore signal, each on a separate 20% of trials. In Experiments 2 and 3, we manipulate the percentage of stop and ignore signals. In Experiment 2, for some subjects, 32% of trials were stop trials and 8% of trials were ignore trials (frequent stop), and for other subjects the probabilities were reversed (frequent ignore). In Experiment 3, all subjects experienced both frequent stop and frequent ignore conditions across blocks and were told which condition they were in at the beginning of each 25-trial block. If strategy selection is flexible and controlled, subjects may employ a Stop then Discriminate strategy when stop signals are frequent to improve stopping at the expense of ignore RT and employ a Discriminate then Stop strategy when ignore signals are frequent to try to speed ignore RT at the expense of SSRT. If strategy selection is an enduring individual difference, subjects may use the same strategy inflexibly, regardless of signal frequency.
Experiment 1 Method
Subjects. Twenty-four Vanderbilt University undergraduates were recruited from the Nashville area and were given partial coursecredit for a single 1-hr session. All subjects had normal or correctedto-normal vision. We replaced four subjects for accuracy below 85%, four subjects for unusually slow RT (Ͼ3 SDs above the mean), and This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
one subject whose probabilities of successful stopping fell outside the 95% confidence interval of 0.5 probability of stopping to a stop signal, as assessed by a binomial distribution test. Apparatus and stimuli. The experiment was run on a Pentium Dual-Core PC running E-Prime 1 (http://pstnet.com). The stimuli were presented on a 48-cm cathode ray tube monitor. The go task was for subjects to respond to a single black shape on a white background presented in the center of the screen. The shape was chosen from a set of four shapes: triangle, circle, square, or rhombus. The height and width of each shape was 4 cm at the longest point. There were two tones, one 500 Hz and the other 750 Hz (both 70 dB, 100 ms) presented through closed headphones (Sennheiser eH 150). One tone acted as the stop signal and the other acted as the ignore signal, counterbalanced across subjects.
Procedure. Each trial began with a 500-ms fixation cross, followed immediately by the presentation of the go stimulus for 850 ms. The go stimulus was followed by a 1,000-ms blank-screen intertrial interval (ITI).
The go task was to respond quickly and accurately based upon the identity of the shape. Two of the shapes were mapped onto the "z" key on a standard QWERTY keyboard, and the other two were mapped onto the "m" key, with shape to key response mapping counterbalanced across subjects. Subjects responded z with their left index finger and m with their right index finger. They were instructed to respond as quickly as possible without sacrificing accuracy.
On 40% of trials, one of two signals occurred. One signal was the stop signal, which occurred on a random 20% of trials, and subjects were instructed to try their best to stop their response when they heard it. Stop-Signal Delay (SSD) was initially set at 250 ms and was adjusted based upon a staircase tracking algorithm designed to achieve a 0.5 probability of responding given a stop signal (Levitt, 1971) . Whenever a subject failed to stop to the stop signal, SSD was decreased by 50 ms, handicapping the race in favor of the stop process. Whenever a subject successfully inhibited to the stop signal, SSD was increased by 50 ms, handicapping the race in favor of the go process. This tracking procedure yields accurate estimates of SSRT (Band et al., 2003) , especially when using the integration method for SSRT computation (Logan & Cowan, 1984; Verbruggen et al., in press) , as used here.
The other signal was the ignore signal, which occurred on a separate 20% of trials. When it occurred, subjects were instructed to respond as quickly and accurately as possible, just as they do on the 60% of trials without a signal. Signal delay on ignore trials was equal to the most recent stop trial SSD, and SSD was not adjusted on the basis of ignore trial performance.
The experiment began with both written and verbal instructions. Subjects were instructed to respond quickly and accurately on no-signal and ignore trials but also to do their best to withhold their response on stop trials. After instructions, subjects were given 24 trials of experimenter-supervised practice. The first 12 trials did not include stop or ignore signals, and the final 12 included two stop and two ignore signals. After practice, subjects completed the main task, which included five blocks of 240 trials. At the end of each block, subjects were given a rest period in which they were presented with their mean no-signal RT and accuracy from the preceding block.
Results
We first evaluated mean error and stop performance collapsed across strategies. Choice error rate on no-signal trials was 3.2%, which did not differ from choice error rate on ignore trials (2.8%), t(23) ϭ 1.28, p ϭ .21. Omissions errors occurred on 0.3% of no-signal trials and 1.3% of ignore trials, and this difference was significant, t(23) ϭ 3.37, p Ͻ .01. Probability of responding given a stop signal was 0.5, suggesting that the SSD tracking algorithm worked as intended. Mean SSD was 245 ms.
For mean RT analysis, we excluded omission errors but included commission. Signal-respond trials cannot be omissions by definition, so we exclude omissions from all conditions. Signalrespond trials are defined by any response occurring, so we include all signal-respond trials and all no-signal and ignore trials on which a response occurred. No-signal RT was 549 ms, which did not significantly differ from signal-respond RT (543 ms), t(23) ϭ 0.77, p Ͼ .4. Ignore RT was 655 ms, which is considerably slower than no-signal RT (549 ms), t(23) ϭ 15.57, p Ͻ .01 (see Figure 2a for cumulative distribution functions for RT across all subjects). These results suggest violations of context independence (also see Dimoska et al., 2006; van de Laar et al., 2010) and are more consistent with a Dependent Discriminate then Stop strategy than with the Independent Discriminate then Stop or the Stop then Discriminate strategies assumed in the literature.
We classified each subject's strategy by comparing their mean no-signal RT, signal-respond RT, and ignore RT (see Figure 1 ). Subjects were classified as using the Independent Discriminate then Stop strategy if their signal-respond RT was faster than their no-signal RT and their ignore RT was no slower than their nosignal RT. Subjects were classified as using the Stop then Discriminate strategy if their signal-respond RT was faster than their no-signal RT and their ignore RT was slower than their no-signal RT. Subjects were classified as using the Dependent Discriminate then Stop strategy if their signal-respond RT was no faster than their no-signal RT and their ignore RT was slower than their no-signal RT.
These classifications involve accepting and rejecting null hypotheses. We used the Bayes factor to compare the evidence for and against the null hypotheses without bias (Rouder, Speckman, Sun, Morey, & Iverson, 2009) . The Bayes factor is the ratio of the odds in favor of the null hypothesis to the odds in favor of the alternative hypothesis. A Bayes factor of 1 means the odds in favor of the null hypothesis are no better than the odds against it. Numbers greater than 1 support the null hypothesis, and numbers less than 1 support the alternative hypothesis. Consequently, we accepted the null hypothesis when the Bayes factor was greater than 1 and accepted the alternative hypothesis (that there was a difference) when the Bayes factor was less than 1. In comparing signal-respond versus no-signal RTs, we only accepted the alternative if signal-respond trials were faster than no-signal trials.
We calculated the Bayes factor by calculating the mean and standard deviation of no-signal, signal-respond, and ignore RTs separately for each subject. Then we calculated two independent samples t tests, one comparing signal-respond RT with no-signal RT, and one comparing ignore RT with no-signal RT. We used Jeff Rouder's Bayes factor calculator on the Perception and Cognition Lab website (http:// pcl.missouri.edu/bf-two-sample) to convert t tests and sample sizes to This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
Bayes factors. We used the recommended Jeffrey-Zellner-Slow Prior with the default value of 1, which is appropriate if there are no strong prior assumptions (Rouder et al., 2009) . Using this procedure, we were able to classify every subject. We found no evidence of the Independent Discriminate then Stop strategy in any of the 24 subjects, contrary to the common assumption in the literature. We found evidence of the Stop then Discriminate strategy in eight of the 24 subjects. Their cumulative distributions are presented in Figure 2b . We found evidence of Dependent Discriminate then Stop in the remaining 16 of the 24 Figure 2 . Experiment 1 cumulative distribution functions of response time (RT) for signal-respond trials, no-signal trials, and ignore trials for all subjects (a), subjects who used the Stop then Discriminate strategy (b), and subjects who used the Dependent Discriminate then Stop strategy (c). This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
subjects. Their cumulative distributions are presented in Figure 2c . The mean RTs across subjects for each strategy are presented in Table 1 . These results are remarkable. If they are representative, they suggest that subjects in published stimulus selective stopping experiments may not stop selectively and independently, as researchers commonly assume. Instead, they may either not stop selectively or stop selectively in a way that violates the race model. In either case, published estimates of selective SSRT may not be valid.
To determine whether these strategy adoption rates are representative, we obtained data from eight published experiments on stimulus selective stopping (Sharp et al., 2010; van de Laar et al., 2010 van de Laar et al., , 2011 van den Wildenberg & van der Molen, 2004; Verbruggen et al., 2006 Verbruggen et al., , 2008 Verbruggen & Logan, 2009c) . In each experiment, stop signals and ignore signals were presented equally often, but the probability of either signal occurring differed between experiments (range 0.25 to 0.4). Some experiments used auditory signals; some used visual signals. We categorized each subject's strategy with the Bayes factor analysis described above. We assumed no omissions occurred on no-signal and ignore trials and a 0.5 probability of response given a stop signal to estimate sample size for the Bayes factor calculations. The results are presented in Table 2 . Each experiment showed evidence of Stop then Discriminate and Dependent Discriminate then Stop strategies. The commonly assumed Independent Discriminate then Stop strategy was only found in four of the eight experiments. In the total sample of 157 subjects, 47 subjects (30%) used the Stop then Discriminate strategy, 92 (59%) used the Dependent Discriminate then Stop strategy, and only 10 (6%) used the Independent Discriminate then Stop strategy. Eight (5%) could not be categorized (the null hypothesis was supported in both comparisons). Taken together, these previously published results reveal a strikingly similar distribution of strategy adoption rates to what we observed in our experiment: About one third of subjects used the Stop then Discriminate strategy, two thirds used the Dependent Discriminate then Stop strategy, and very few used the Independent Discriminate then Stop strategy.
Conclusions
Experiment 1 examined the strategies used in stimulus selective stopping. We showed that some subjects used a Stop then Discriminate strategy but most used a Dependent Discriminate then Stop strategy. This result was corroborated in eight previously published experiments on stimulus selective stopping. We found very little evidence for Independent Discriminate then Stop, the strategy often assumed in the literature. This suggests that most subjects either stop nonselectively (Stop then Discriminate) or violate the race model for stopping (Dependent Discriminate then Stop), invalidating SSRT estimates.
Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, we manipulated the probability of stop and ignore signals to determine whether the strategy subjects adopt is an enduring individual difference or an option they choose to satisfy task demands. If the strategy is an enduring individual difference, the probability of stop and ignore signals should have no effect. However, if the strategy is a choice, then the probability of stop and ignore signals might influence the choice. If stop signals are likely, subjects may be encouraged to emphasize stopping, and adopt a Stop then Discriminate strategy that yields fast nonselective stopping but slow ignore RT. If ignore signals are likely, subjects may be encouraged to emphasize going, and adopt a Discriminate then Stop strategy that yields faster ignore RT but slower SSRT.
Experiment 2 also provided an opportunity to replicate the surprising dependence between stop and go processes seen in the Dependent Discriminate then Stop strategy, and to determine whether that dependence varies strategically with the probability of stop and ignore signals. Note. N ϭ Number of subjects making each strategy choice. Reaction times in milliseconds. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
Method
Subjects. Thirty-six Vanderbilt University undergraduates were recruited from the Nashville area and were given partial course credit or $12 for a single 1-hr session. All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The subjects were randomly assigned into one of two groups, the frequent stop group or the frequent ignore group. We replaced five subjects for accuracy below 85%, one subject for unusually slow RT (Ͼ3 SDs above the mean), and two subjects whose probabilities of successful stopping fell outside the 95% confidence interval of 0.5 probability of stopping to a stop signal, as assessed by a binomial distribution test.
Apparatus and stimuli. The apparatus and stimuli were the same as in Experiment 1.
Procedure. The procedure for Experiment 2 was the same as Experiment 1, with the following exceptions. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of two groups. In the frequent stop group, 32% of all trials were stop trials, 8% of all trials were ignore trials, and 60% of all trials were no-signal trials. In the frequent ignore group, 32% of all trials were ignore trials, 8% of all trials were stop trials, and 60% of all trials were no-signal trials. In experimentersupervised practice, the first 12 trials did not include stop or ignore signals, and the final 12 included four stop signals and one ignore signal for the frequent stop group and four ignore signals and one stop for the frequent ignore group.
Results
We first evaluated mean error and stop performance for each group. No-signal choice error rate was higher for frequent stop subjects (5.0%) than for frequent ignore subjects (2.8%), t(34) ϭ 2.56, p Ͻ .05. Ignore-trial choice error rate was also higher for frequent stop subjects (4.3%) than for frequent ignore subjects (2.6%), t(34) ϭ 2.34, p Ͻ .05. No-signal omission errors were more likely for frequent stop subjects (1.6%) than for frequent ignore subjects (0.3%), t(34) ϭ 2.85, p Ͻ .01. Ignore omission errors were much more likely for frequent stop subjects (10.3%) than for frequent ignore subjects (0.1%), t(34) ϭ 4.14, p Ͻ .001. Probability of responding given a stop signal was lower for frequent stop subjects (0.49) than for frequent ignore subjects (0.51), t(34) ϭ 3.63, p Ͻ .001, but both were very similar to the targeted 0.5. Mean SSD was longer for frequent stop subjects (373 ms) than for frequent ignore subjects (196 ms), t(34) ϭ 3.17, p Ͻ .01.
Mean no-signal RT was slower for frequent stop subjects (625 ms) than for frequent ignore subjects (518 ms), t(34) ϭ 2.50, p Ͻ .05. This aligns with previous results showing that RT increases with the probability of a stop signal (Bissett & Logan, 2011; Logan, 1981; Logan & Burkell, 1986) . For frequent stop subjects, signal-respond RT (575 ms) was considerably faster than no-signal RT (625 ms), t(17) ϭ 4.44, p Ͻ .01, and ignore RT (752 ms) was considerably slower than no-signal RT (625 ms), t(17) ϭ 7.94, p Ͻ .01. However, for frequent ignore subjects, signal-respond RT (508 ms) did not differ from no-signal RT (518 ms), t(17) ϭ 1.74, p ϭ .1, and ignore RT (561 ms) was slower than no-signal RT (518 ms), t(17) ϭ 9.15, p Ͻ .01. The cumulative distribution functions for the two groups are presented in Figure 3a and 3b.
We categorized subjects' strategies with the Bayes factor (Rouder et al., 2009 ). In the frequent stop group, 11 of 18 subjects used Stop then Discriminate, four used Dependent Discriminate then Stop, and three used Independent Discriminate then Stop. In the frequent ignore group, only four subjects used Stop then Discriminate, 12 used Dependent Discriminate then Stop, and two could not be categorized. The mean RTs for each strategy in each group appear in Table 1 . To compare the distribution of strategies across groups, we categorized each subject into one of the four cells in Figure 1 and used the Freeman-Halton extension of the Fisher Exact Test (Freeman & Halton, 1951) , which showed that the distribution of strategies across groups was significantly different (p Ͻ .01).
Conclusions
Experiment 2 manipulated the probability of stop and ignore signals across subjects and showed that more subjects used the Stop then Discriminate strategy when stop signals were frequent and more subjects used the Dependent Discriminate then Stop strategy when ignore signals were frequent. This suggests that most subjects adjust their strategy based upon task demands, using a strategy that results in faster stopping and slower ignore RT if stop signals are frequent and slower stopping and faster ignore RT if ignore signals are frequent. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
Experiment 3
Experiment 2 manipulated stop and ignore probabilities between subjects, so it is possible that the different distributions of strategies we observed in frequent ignore and frequent stop groups were due to differences between the individuals in the groups, and not to strategic choices subjects made in response to task demands. To address this possibility, we manipulated the frequency of stop and ignore signals within subject in Experiment 3. We determined whether subjects switch between strategies when frequent stop and frequent ignore conditions alternate in short blocks of 25 trials.
Method
Subjects. Twenty-four Vanderbilt University undergraduates were recruited from the Nashville area and were given partial course-credit for a single 1-hr session. All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. We replaced two subjects for accuracy below 85%, one subject for unusually slow RT (Ͼ3 SDs above the mean), and five subjects whose probabilities of successful stopping fell outside the 95% confidence interval of 0.5 probability of stopping to a stop signal for either block type, as assessed by a binomial distribution test.
Apparatus and stimuli. The apparatus and stimuli were the same as in Experiment 2.
Procedure. The procedure for Experiment 3 was the same as Experiment 2, with the following exceptions. The task was separated into 25 trial blocks. Subjects alternated between frequent stop blocks (15 no-signal trials, eight stop trials, two ignore trials) and frequent ignore blocks (15 no-signal trials, eight ignore trials, two stop trials), with the order of blocks counterbalanced across subjects. There were separate SSD tracking algorithms for each block type. Subjects were told in the instructions that cues would inform them of which type of signal would be more likely to occur in the next block. A cue that said "Frequent Stop" or "Frequent Ignore" was presented for 1,500 ms before each block. In experimentsupervised practice, the first 12 trials did not include stop or ignore signals, and the final 24 were equally split into 12 frequent stop (four stop and one ignore) and 12 frequent ignore (four ignore and one stop) trials, with order counterbalanced across subjects. There was only one session with 44 blocks of 25 trials. Every 100 trials, subjects were given a rest period in which they were presented with their mean no-signal RT and accuracy from the preceding four blocks. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
Results
We first evaluated mean error and stop performance measures for each block type. No-signal choice error rate was higher in frequent stop blocks (4.4%) than in frequent ignore blocks (3.3%), t(23) ϭ 3.80, p Ͻ .01. Ignore trial choice error rate was marginally higher in frequent stop blocks (4.7%) than frequent ignore blocks (3.4%), t(23) ϭ 1.88, p ϭ .07. On no-signal trials, there were very few omissions in both frequent stop (0.2%) and frequent ignore (0.3%) blocks, and the blocks did not differ (p Ͼ .2). Omissions were higher on ignore trials in the frequent stop block (2.7%) than in the frequent ignore block (0.7%), t(23) ϭ 3.83, p Ͻ .01. Probability of responding on stop trials was lower in the frequent stop blocks (0.49) than in the frequent ignore blocks (0.53), t(23) ϭ 4.61, p Ͻ .01, but both were close to the targeted 0.5. Mean SSD was much longer in the frequent stop blocks (368 ms) than in the frequent ignore blocks (184 ms), t(23) ϭ 7.57, p Ͻ .01.
Mean no-signal RT was slower in frequent stop blocks (615 ms) than frequent ignore blocks (530 ms), t(23) ϭ 4.50, p Ͻ .01. In frequent stop blocks, signal-respond RT (571 ms) was faster than no-signal RT (615 ms), t(23) ϭ 5.24, p Ͻ .01, and ignore RT (724 ms) was slower than no-signal RT (615 ms), t(23) ϭ 13.0, p Ͻ .01. In frequent ignore blocks, signal-respond RT (531 ms) was not different from no-signal RT (530 ms), t(23) Ͻ 1, but ignore RT (597 ms) was slower than no-signal RT (530 ms), t(23) ϭ 9.86, p Ͻ .01. Cumulative distribution functions are presented in Figure 4 for the frequent stop blocks (a) and the frequent ignore blocks (b).
We categorized each subject's strategy separately in frequent stop and frequent ignore blocks using the Bayes factor analysis (Rouder et al., 2009 This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
Conclusions
We cued subjects every 25 trials on whether stop or ignore signals would be frequent. Fourteen subjects switched strategies between blocks, with more of the Stop then Discriminate strategy in the frequent stop blocks and more of the Dependent Discriminate then Stop strategy in frequent ignore blocks. This reveals within-subject strategic flexibility for choosing selective stopping strategies.
Ten subjects did not switch strategies between blocks. These subjects either may not have been able to use different strategies, suggesting a strategic repertoire of one, or they chose not to switch strategies. If subjects chose not to switch strategies, explicit instructions to change strategies or rewards may induce more subjects to switch.
General Discussion
Selective stopping paradigms are intended to capture more complex control processes than those involved in simple stopping. Stimulus selective stopping requires discriminating stop signals from ignore signals. Researchers assume that adding this requirement only changes the stop process, leaving the go process intact. Our results suggest that stimulus selective stopping invites strategies that challenge this assumption. People often use a Stop then Discriminate strategy, in which they stop whenever a signal occurs and restart the go process if the signal is an ignore signal. Thus, the process that stops the response is not selective, so SSRT does not measure the added requirement to discriminate between stop and ignore signals. People often use the Discriminate then Stop strategy that researchers expect, but the requirement to discriminate creates a dependency between stop and go processes, invalidating the independent race model and invalidating estimates of SSRT.
In Experiment 1, when stop and ignore signals were equally likely, a third of the subjects used the Stop then Discriminate strategy, but two thirds used the Dependent Discriminate then Stop strategy. In Experiment 2, when stop signals were more frequent, most subjects used the Stop then Discriminate strategy, speeding the stop process at the expense of slower ignore RT; when ignore signals were more frequent, most subjects used the Dependent Discriminate then Stop strategy, speeding ignore RT at the expense of slower SSRT. In Experiment 3, when stop and ignore probabilities were cued in short blocks, many subjects switched between the Stop then Discriminate strategy when stop signals were more frequent and the Dependent Discriminate then Stop strategy when ignore signals were more frequent. Thus, many subjects can employ more than one strategy. The lack of evidence for Independent Discriminate then Stop (across experiments, only six out of 84 subjects used this strategy) suggests that selective stopping usually entails either stopping nonselectively (Stop then Discriminate) or stopping selectively with strong dependence between stopping and going (Dependent Discriminate then Stop).
The Search for Selective SSRT
The validity of the race model and SSRT calculation rests on the assumption of context independence, which states that go process finishing time is unaffected by the presence of the stop signal (Colonius, 1990; Logan & Cowan, 1984) . This assumption justifies the use of the no-signal RT distribution as an estimate of the underlying go distribution on stop trials. A common test for context independence involves comparing signal-respond RTs and no-signal RTs. The assumption is valid if signal-respond RTs are faster than no-signal RTs and invalid if they are not. If context independence is valid, SSRT can be computed with the integration method, using no-signal RTs, the probability responding given a stop signal, and SSD (Logan & Cowan, 1984; Verbruggen & Logan, 2009b) .
There is evidence here and in previous research on selective stopping (De Jong et al., 1995; Dimoska et al., 2006;  Table 2 ) that the context independence assumption is violated at the group level. This collapses across the strategic heterogeneity observed between subjects and conditions. We computed SSRT for each subject and strategy and presented them in Table 3 .
The Independent Discriminate then Stop strategy, which assumes context independence and allows valid calculation of selective SSRT, is very seldom implemented. In the six instances in which we observed the Independent Discriminate then Stop strategy, go RT was very slow (M ϭ 809 ms) and SSRT was very fast (M ϭ 170 ms). In the Introduction, we suggested that the Independent Discriminate then Stop strategy should involve slower SSRT than simple stopping, as the signal needs to be discriminated, which is a slower process than the detection necessary in simple stopping (Donders, 1868 (Donders, /1969 . These SSRT estimates are numerically faster than what we observed in subjects who used the Stop then Discriminate strategy or in usual simple stopping tasks. Subjects who used Independent Discriminate then Stop may have traded go processing speed for faster stop processing (Bissett & Logan, 2011 . Because this strategy was so rare, we hesitate to make any strong conclusions.
The Stop then Discriminate strategy allows valid calculation of SSRT with the usual computations, but we propose it does not reflect selective SSRT. Subjects' behavior is selective, as they stop when stop signals occur and respond when ignore signals occur, but they do not use a selective stop mechanism. These subjects appear to stop nonselectively whenever a tone occurs. This explains why their SSRTs (232 ms) are as fast as previous estimates of simple SSRT in a similar task (ϳ230 ms, Bissett & Logan, Note. N ϭ Number of subjects using each strategy choice. In Experiment 3, each subject is counted twice in this table, once for their Frequent Stop block strategy and again for their Frequent Ignore block strategy. SSRT is presented in milliseconds. SSRT is calculated with the integration method using the no-signal RT as the underlying go distribution except in the case of the Ignore row under Dependent Discriminate then Stop, in which ignore RT is used. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
2011, Experiment 1). This suggests that the SSRT computed for subjects who use the Stop then Discriminate strategy reflects a nonselective inhibition process. Subjects who used the Dependent Discriminate then Stop strategy violated the context independence assumption, so the usual method of calculating SSRT using no-signal RT as the underlying go distribution on stop trials is invalid. It may be possible to use the ignore RT distribution to estimate the underlying go distribution on stop trials, but this requires the strong assumption that the dependence between going and signal processing is the same on stop and ignore trials. In the next section, we suggest three explanations for this dependency that differ on their support for this assumption, but we do not endorse any of them, and we urge caution in making this assumption. For completeness and comparison to previous studies, we do include SSRT computations using both the no-signal and ignore RT distributions as the underlying go distribution on stop trials, even though the former is certainly invalid and the latter may be invalid.
When we used the no-signal distribution to estimate the underlying go distribution on stop trials, we found that subjects who used the Dependent Discriminate then Stop strategy had slow SSRTs (M ϭ 313 ms). When we used the ignore RT distribution to estimate the underlying go distribution, we found even slower SSRTs (M ϭ 392 ms). The slow SSRTs in both calculations are consistent with the hypothesis that subjects engage a selective stopping mechanism that involves an additional discrimination stage (Donders, 1868 (Donders, /1969 . The prevalence of the Dependent Discriminate then Stop strategy may explain why selective SSRT is slower than simple SSRT in the literature (e.g., van de Laar et al., 2010) .
What Produces the Dependency in Dependent Discriminate Then Stop?
The most common strategy, Dependent Discriminate then Stop, involves dependence between going and discriminating the stop and ignore signal. We suggest three potential explanations for this dependence and discuss the implications for SSRT calculation. First, the dependence may reflect dual-task interference. The discrimination process and the go process may require the same processing bottleneck (Pashler, 1994; Welford, 1952) or may share common resources (Dux & Marios, 2009; Navon & Gopher, 1979) . Discriminating the signal may occupy the bottleneck or take resources away from go processing, slowing both signal-respond RT and ignore RT. However, simple stopping does not occupy the same bottleneck as the go task (Yamaguchi, Logan, & Bissett, 2012) , and the tasks do not share obvious resources. The stop signals were auditory and the go signals were visual, and so should not share perceptual resources (Navon & Gopher, 1979; Treisman & Davies, 1973) . The stop and ignore signals differed by 250 Hz, so the discrimination should not have demanded many resources. Our arbitrary four-stimuli-to-two-response go mapping may have been difficult for some subjects. The dual-task explanation would predict that a simpler two-stimuli-to-two-response go mapping may reduce the dependency between go and stop stimulus discrimination.
The dual-task interference explanation suggests that the dependency between go processing and signal processing should be the same on stop and ignore trials, because the discrimination process that interferes with going is required for both trial types. If going is slowed to the same degree on stop and ignore trials, then the ignore RT distribution can be used to estimate the underlying go distribution, instead of the no-signal RT distribution, and SSRT can be calculated with the mean or integration methods (Logan & Cowan, 1984; Verbruggen & Logan, 2009b) .
A second explanation is that the dependence reflects goal priming (Chartrand & Bargh, 1999; Verbruggen & Logan, 2009a) . Stop and ignore signals may become associated with the stop goal, and subjects may retrieve the stop goal when stop and ignore signals are presented later in the experiment (Verbruggen & Logan, 2008a , 2008b . Activating the stop goal may slow go RT, increasing both signal-respond and ignore RTs. This association between signals and stop goals may slow signal-respond RT in selective stopping more than simple stopping because SSRT is slow in Dependent Discriminate then Stop, giving more time for the goal to be retrieved and affect go processing. However, stop signals may be associated more strongly with stopping than ignore signals, so the go process may be slowed more on stop trials than on ignore trials. If this is the case, then the ignore RT distribution cannot be used to estimate the underlying go distribution, and that complicates SSRT calculation.
A third explanation is that stop and ignore signals partially activate the network that implements stopping. The interactive race model (Boucher et al., 2007 ) assumes a mutually inhibitory network of stop and go units. In simple stopping, the stop units become active late in processing when the significance of the stop signal is apprehended. In selective stopping, the stop units could become active as soon as a signal is detected, before stop and ignore signals are discriminated. Early, weak activation of the stop units would slow go processing on stop and ignore trials, producing signal-respond RTs that were slower than no-signal RTs.
Brain imaging research has identified a network of regions that are involved in stopping (right inferior frontal gyrus, pre supplementary motor area, and the basal ganglia, Aron et al., 2007) and in braking responses in anticipation of stop signals (Chikazoe et al., 2009; Jahfari et al., 2010) . In selective stopping, the presentation of a stop or ignore signal may activate the stopping network and slow the go process, producing signal-respond RTs that are slower than no-signal RTs.
If the stop network was activated as soon as a signal was detected, with no information that would distinguish stop and ignore signals, then ignore RT could be used to estimate the underlying go RT distribution and calculate SSRT (e.g., by integration). However, if the network was activated after some distinguishing information was available, then there could be more activation on stop trials than on ignore trials. If there was, then ignore RT would underestimate the finishing time of the go process, so it could not be used to calculate SSRT. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly. ignore trials when subjects Stop then Discriminate. We considered three alternatives, expressed in a simple accumulator model in which activation of the go response accumulates until threshold is reached, whereupon a response occurs (e.g., Boucher et al., 2007) . We assume the go process completes before the stop process on half the trials. The go process stops and restarts on the other half of the trials. We assume that go activation stops before reaching threshold when the stop process completes. We consider three ways in which go continues to threshold after the go process restarts (see Figure 5) . First, go activation may remain at the same level while the person discriminates the tone (Figure 5a ). When the go process restarts, it continues from this level until it reaches threshold. Thus, the same amount of activation is required for ignore and no-signal responses, so ignore RT should equal no-signal RT plus half of the time it takes to discriminate stop and ignore signals (half because subjects only restart on half of the trials). The data suggest this alternative is unlikely: In the 36 cases of the Stop then Discriminate strategy, ignore RT was 107 ms slower than no-signal RT, so discrimination time would be twice that value (i.e., 214 ms). Discrimination time is unlikely to be that long (Donders, 1868 (Donders, / 1969 ), so we can reject this alternative.
Restart Cost or Restart Benefit in the Stop
Second, go activation may decay completely during discrimination of stop and ignore signals, so the go process has to start from zero after discrimination is complete (Figure 5c ). In this case, ignore RT would equal no-signal RT plus half of discrimination time plus the time spent accumulating go activation before the stop process finished (i.e., SSD ϩ SSRT). In the 36 cases of the Stop then Discriminate strategy, no-signal RT was 622 ms and SSD ϩ SSRT was 373 ϩ 232 ϭ 605 ms. Thus, this alternative predicts that ignore RT must be at least 622 ϩ 605/2 ϭ 925 ms. Observed ignore RTs were 729 ms, so we can reject this alternative as well.
Third, go activation may decay during discrimination but not completely, so the go process does not have to start from the beginning. This would predict that ignore RT should equal nosignal RT plus half of discrimination time plus the time to accumulate the go activation lost to decay. This alternative fits the data better than the other two. Some of the 107 ms difference between ignore RT and no-signal RT would be due to discrimination and some would be due to accumulating the go activation lost to decay. More detailed modeling would be required to separate the contribution of these two components.
Implications for Motor Selective Stopping
In the introduction we described three variants of selective stopping: stimulus selective stopping, conditional motor selective stopping, and unconditional motor selective stopping. We have focused on stimulus selective stopping, revealing that most subjects use the Dependent Discriminate then Stop strategy, some use the Stop then Discriminate strategy, and few use the Independent Discriminate then Stop strategy. Here, we consider how this strategic framework may apply to the two variants of motor selective stopping.
In conditional motor selective stopping, there is only one signal, so discriminating signals is not required. Instead subjects need to stop selectively if they make one response (critical response) to the go task and not if they make the other (noncritical response). Subjects may do this by stopping nonselectively whenever a stop signal occurs, and then restarting if the go task requires the noncritical response. This is similar to the Stop then Discriminate strategy. Alternatively, subjects may select the go response first, and initiate the stop process if the selected go response is the critical one. Stopping the critical response may impair going, like the Dependent Discriminate then Stop strategy, or it may not impair going, like the Independent Discriminate then Stop strategy. We should be able to determine which strategy subjects adopt by testing whether no-signal RT for the critical response is slower than signalrespond RT for the critical response and testing whether RT for This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
the noncritical response is slower when a signal occurs than when there is no signal. We know of two conditional motor selective stopping studies that present the RT data required for these comparisons (Aron et al., 2007; De Jong et al., 1995) . In both cases, no-signal RT for the critical response was slower than signal-respond RT for the critical response and signal-present RT for the noncritical response was slower than no-signal RT for the noncritical response. This suggests that subjects may have used the Stop then Discriminate strategy. De Jong et al. (1995) noted that signal-respond RT for the critical response was slower than predicted from the race model, suggesting that some subjects may have used the Dependent Discriminate then Stop strategy.
In unconditional motor selective stopping, subjects usually make bimanual responses, with a stop signal indicating which response needs to be stopped. Stop signals usually occur in different locations corresponding to different responses, so discrimination of signals is involved. This similarity with stimulus selective stopping may result in similar strategy choices. Subjects could be categorized on the basis of signal-respond, nosignal, and unstopped hand RTs (i.e., RT when the other hand is stopped). Existing work suggests that stopping one hand slows the RT for the unstopped hand (Aron & Verbruggen, 2008; Cai et al., 2011; Majid et al., 2012) , providing evidence against the Independent Discriminate then Stop strategy. To our knowledge, no published study has presented signal-respond RT, but personal communication with Adam Aron (January 17, 2013) verified that at the group level, signal-respond RT are faster than no-signal RT in Aron and Verbruggen (2008) ; Cai et al. (2011) and Majid et al. (2012) . This suggests that the Stop then Discriminate strategy is most often used in unconditional motor selective stopping. To test this, future work will need to examine individual subject strategies.
Our suggestion that unconditional motor selective stopping involves the Stop then Discriminate strategy seems to conflict with neuroscience work showing that simple stopping exerts a more global inhibitory signal across the skeletal motor system than does unconditional motor selective stopping (Cai et al., 2011; Claffey et al., 2010; Majid et al., 2012) . One possible resolution may be in the individual subject approach that we propose here: Analyses of group data may suggest just one strategy, but individual subject analyses may show strategic diversity, like we observed. Some subjects may stop nonselectively (with a Stop then Discriminate strategy) and others may stop selectively (with a Discriminate then Stop strategy). Subjects who stop nonselectively may show neural evidence of global inhibition in selective and simple stopping, and subjects who stop selectively may show neural evidence of global inhibition only in simple stopping.
In both variants of motor selective stopping, slower RT for the noncritical (or unstopped) response on signal trials compared to no-signal trials is evidence against the Independent Discriminate then Stop strategy, suggesting the Stop then Discriminate strategy or the Dependent Discriminate then Stop strategy may be adopted more frequently. The framework we propose here may be applied to motor selective stopping tasks to resolve ambiguities. Future work will need to test whether the distribution of strategies we see in stimulus selective stopping is also found in motor selective stopping.
Implications for Lifespan Development, Clinical Science, and Neuroscience
The stop-signal paradigm has been a useful tool in several fields, including lifespan development, clinical science, and neuroscience. The promise of selective stopping providing similar insights can only be realized if the underlying processes are understood and specified. We believe that strategy categorization is an important step in this direction.
In lifespan development of selective stopping, the focus has been on the changes in selective SSRT across age. For example, van de Laar et al. (2011) showed that selective SSRT did not slow more than simple SSRT from young adulthood to old age (21 ms vs. 25 ms, respectively). One possibility is that the signal discrimination required for selective stopping is not impaired in older adulthood. An alternative possibility is that strategies change with age, with older adults more frequently choosing a Stop then Discriminate strategy, speeding up their SSRT by using the faster nonselective stopping mechanism. This explanation is supported by the very slow ignore RT in the older adults (Ignore RT 120 ms slower than no-signal RT in older adults, ϳ75 ms slower in the other groups), possibly because of the time-consuming restart time on ignore trials. This later explanation suggests a strategic change that may mask selective SSRT impairment in older adults. This emphasizes the importance of categorizing strategies in developmental studies of selective stopping.
Selective stopping work with clinical populations is rare. Bedard et al. (2003) found that children with ADHD had slower selective SSRT than age-matched control children (difference ϭ 121 ms). This suggests a deficit in selective stopping or a difference in the prevalence of adopting different strategies. For example, children with ADHD may use a strategy that delays stopping more often than controls. Without assessing strategy adoption rates across groups, these alternatives are difficult to distinguish. We recommend that future clinical selective stopping studies should categorize the strategy used by each subject in each group.
Neuroscientific studies have used stimulus selective stopping tasks to isolate stopping-specific activation, comparing activation on ignore trials with activation on stop trials either in ERP (e.g., Dimoska et al., 2006) or fMRI (e.g., Sharp et al., 2010) . These comparisons are based on the assumption that ignore trials do not involve a stop process, as if all subjects use a Discriminate then Stop strategy. Here, we show that many subjects use the Stop then Discriminate strategy, initiating a stop process on both stop and ignore trials, so the difference between them does not isolate the stop process. This calls into question existing neuroscientific studies implementing this comparison. We recommend that future neuroscientific studies categorize the strategy used by each subject before comparing their brain activation.
Conclusions
Selective stopping paradigms aim to capture the complex control processes involved in stopping to some signals and not others. Our results suggest a strategic heterogeneity in selective stopping that has not previous been reported. Some subjects use a Stop then Discriminate strategy, stopping nonselectively whenever a signal occurs, which delays discrimination of the signal and delays ignore RT. These subjects' performance can This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
be explained with the independent race model (Logan & Cowan, 1984) , but their SSRTs reflect the speed of nonselective inhibition, not the intended selective inhibition. Other subjects use a Dependent Discriminate then Stop strategy, discriminating the stop and ignore signals before stopping, but this discrimination appears to interfere with go processing, violating the context independence assumption of the independent race model and questioning the validity of SSRTs computed for these subjects. It may be possible to use the distribution of ignore RTs to estimate the underlying go process, but this requires very strong assumptions that have not yet been validated. Very few subjects use the Independent Discriminate then Stop strategy assumed in the literature, which would allow valid calculation of selective SSRT. Overall, our results suggest that strategy adoption in selective stopping determines the order of stop and discrimination processes, independence between going and stopping, and validity of SSRT computation. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
